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It’s time for fairness and honesty.
Vote Oddo on November 8.

Activism is the price / rent you pay for living on the planet.
- Ray McGovern

The Alliance Party recognizes
the duty of the government to
coordinate with private
enterprise to enact a
comprehensive Green
Initiative to reverse current
trends and create 10 million
new public and private
industry green jobs.

Fed Up With Career Politicians?

Encourage open government
and active citizen participation.

IndependentAmerica.org

America became
great because of
our freedoms.
We have a civic
responsibility to
preserve them.

Oddo for Congress
Take Independent

Action Against Apathy
—
Vote Joe Oddo
November 8, 2022

Vote for Solutions
More Voices, More Choices
Instant Runoff Voting
Alternative Energy
Infrastructure that includes
High Speed Maglev
Protect Civil Liberties /
Personal Privacy

Consider Running for Office
—
Vote for a “Citizen” Legislator.

Joe Oddo for Congress

Protect Our Natural Resources
 Enhance national standards for clean air
and water.
 Invest in applied research to rid our
oceans and waterways of plastics and
toxins, and technologies to extract
carbon dioxide and methane from our
atmosphere.

Sustainability and Resilience
 Invest in future infrastructure
starting with Modern CrossCountry High Speed MagLev.

 Expand, Reforest and Restore millions of
acres of public and recreational land and
waters.
 Support sustainable agricultural, soil
management, and fishing practices.

 Invest in national lead pipe
replacement and infrastructure
upgrades to guarantee access to
safe and affordable drinking water.

Further, our elected officials choose their
voters through partisan gerrymandering,
which leaves them safe to ignore the will of
their constituents in favor of corporate
donors and private money.

 Overturn Citizens United and reform
campaign finance laws to increase
transparency and limit the influence of
special interests and private money.

Transform to a Low-Carbon
Economy

More than any single issue, the
health of the planet will have more
direct impact on our lives and
livelihoods in the US & beyond.

Our manner of legislating has been hijacked
by special interest dominance. They ensure
members vote to legalize the corruption as
investing millions yields billions in
favorable legislation in return.

 Expand the use of early in-person
voting.

Man-made changes in our climate have
created a threat to the security and
prosperity of every nation.

 Increase government standards on
vehicle emissions and building
energy use standards.

We the People have lost representation due
to continuously higher barriers erected
against non-traditional candidates who
want to run for public office.

 Allow for same-day voter registration
for all current unregistered voters and
implement automatic voter-registration.

 Promote local and community
organic farming and phase out
large agribusiness subsidies.

 Transition away from harmful
energy production practices and
invest in clean and renewable
energy sources.

Eliminate Barriers to Participation
in Democratic Processes

 Ban legislators from becoming lobbyists
for 5 years after leaving office.

Make Democracy Representative
 Enact Term Limits on legislators.
 End Partisan Gerrymandering.
 Implement Ranked Choice / Instant
Runoff Voting for all elections.
 Equal access for citizen lobbying.

Demand a New Breed of Public Servant

